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Israel (Izzy) Rehaume is the author of the Amazon Best Seller, When 
Life Give You Children, the first in the series of ‘When Life Gives 
You...’ books and media. In this first round, Izzy provides a humorous, 
yet realistic view of parenting – and especially single parenting. Written 
from the perspective of a long-haired musician, single dad, Izzy tells 
it like it is in the hopes of helping those who are considering having 
children.

Are you QUALIFIED to be a Parent? Do you REALLY 
have what it takes?

SHOW / STORY IDEAS:

• Suddenly a Single Parent? 7 survival secrets from this single dad 
of 4 boys!

• Parenting vs. Life Dreams! How to be a parent while attempting 
to live your life dreams too!

• Will Your Life Be Incomplete Without Kids? There are many 
WRONG reasons to have kids.

• Under Pressure! Is it possible to have enough patience to handle 
all the responsibilities of parenting while being sleep deprived for 
days on end—AND without going insane?

• Judge, Jury, and Executioner! Parents can have nervous 
breakdowns. Is it possible for parents to be truly fair to their kids 
during these exciting moments?  

If you want mind-boggling, spine-tingling, nail-biting, anxiety-filled, 
cliff-hanging thrills by the minute, that’s what you get When Life 
Gives You Children! Are you ABSOLUTELY SURE you want this?

FILM ADAPTATION: When Life Gives You Children is the basis for 
the movie script, The Ryots, written by screenplay writer, Madsen Gram 
and Izzy Rehaume—currently under consideration for production.

CONTACT:

Izzy Rehaume
206.228.0140 (NV)

izzy@whenlifegivesyouchildren.com

When Life Gives You Children

LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP— 
before having and raising children!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Izzy Rehaume 
juggled his musician life with being a single 
parent of four boys. His “Look Before You Leap” 
presentation brings insight, laughter, and a fearful 
reality to the minds of aspiring parents-to-be! 

* This author boasts his life experience, and won’t bore you with advice!


